


Master the art of makeup with this specialized collection, 
presented in a beautifully crafted zippered pouch with additional 
pockets to insert your core brushes. From the shapes and angles, 
to the high-quality, 100% synthetic materials, this set is designed 
with the elite makeup artist in mind. With versatile face and 
eye brushes, create the looks you’ve always imagined. Let your 
beauty be your inspiration.
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Full, domed shape picks up and evenly distributes powder on the 
face. Apply using broad sweeps to set your pressed powder for 
makeup perfection.

POWDER
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Mineral Dual 
Foundation

Full Coverage Photo 
Finish Powder

Mineral Pressed 
Powder



Instinctive design glides foundation and powder across the face, 
reaching the most delicate areas. Expertly contour by sweeping 
concentrated color along the natural angles, blending seamlessly.

SCULPTER
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Mineral Dual 
Foundation

Shape & Sculpt 
Duo

Liquid Powder 
Mineral Foundation

La La Liquid 
Foundation



Perfectly angled for ultimate control during application, 
build natural dimension along the cheekbone for a beautiful, 
contoured complexion.

CONTOUR
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Blush Bronzer 
Duo

Pressed 
Bronzer

3-in-1 Contour, Bronze, 
and Highlight Kit



Feather-light brush ideal for applying soft sweeps of color to the 
cheekbones or lightly lift away excess shadow. Shaped for soft 
and light dustings of shimmer and bronzer on the face.

FAN
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Translucent Loose 
Powder

La La Mineral Bronzing 
Shimmer Powder



One-of-a-kind shape allows you to quickly place powder under 
the cheekbone and along the hairline and jawline, or press and 
stipple for fuller coverage of loose and pressed powders.

SWEEPING CONTOUR
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Mineral Dual 
Foundation

Translucent Loose 
Powder

Shape & Sculpt 
Duo



Domed shape evenly distributes color to the cheeks for a naturally 
flushed complexion. Apply blush in short sweeps to the apples of 
the cheeks, or highlight the temples, bridge of nose and chin.

BLUSH
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Pressed
Blush

Mineral Pressed
Blush

La La Mineral 
Blush



CONCEALER

Specially designed synthetic brush for placing and blending 
concealer, cream and pressed shadows, or loose glitter. Optimize 
coverage to conceal problem areas or add dimension to your eyes.
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Créme 
Concealer

Gem
Sparkles

Luxe Créme
Eye Shadow

Eye 
Base



Classic, full shape offers maximum pickup and sweeps color over 
the entire lid. From sheer to intensely pigmented shadows, build 
color and dimension onto the eye. 

LARGE EYE SHADOW
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Pressed Eye
Shadow

Mineral Baked Eye 
Shadow Trio

La La Pressed 
Eye Shadow



Featuring a flexible, elongated shape, this brush diffuses 
pigments during application for exceptional control that delivers 
even payoff and buildable color intensity. 

BLENDER
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Pressed Eye
Shadow

Luxe Créme 
Eye Shadow

Mineral Baked Eye 
Shadow Trio

Paint Pot Mineral 
Eye Shadow



Firm fibers that are carefully shaped for a smooth, even finish, this 
brush is ideal for adding detail and definition to the upper and lower 
lids. Use for densely shading lids or smudge around the lash line. 

SMUDGER
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Pressed Eye
Shadow

Mineral Baked Eye 
Shadow Trio

La La Pressed 
Eye Shadow

Eye
Illusions



Curved, refined tip gives precise control when detailing the eye. 
Build natural dimension or create sharply defined looks with 
minimal fallout. 

EYE CONTOUR
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Pressed Eye
Shadow

Eye 
Base

Mineral Baked Eye 
Shadow Trio

La La Pressed
Eye Shadow



Featuring a classic, tapered shape, this brush works with all 
shadow formulas, grabbing and laying color smoothly on the lid 
for a high-impact, effortless look. 

CREASE
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Pressed Eye
Shadow

Paint Pot Mineral
Eye Shadow

La La 
Shimmers



A thin, narrow brush that works with powder and gel formulas to 
precisely line the upper and lower lash line, and expertly fill and 
shape brows for a natural look. 

ANGLED LINER/BROW
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Pressed Eye
Shadow

Mineral Gel
Eyeliner

Essential Brow 
Kit



A versatile tool that separates lashes to add volume, sculpts brow 
arches and sets brow powder for a natural look. 

SPOOLIE
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Essential Brow 
Kit
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A double-sided comb that is essential for grooming and prepping 
brows. Fill in and shape for a professionally defined arch. 

BROW GROOMER

Essential Brow
Kit

Mineral Waterproof 
Eyebrow Pencil

La La Mineral Waterproof 
Eyebrow Pencil


